Key Details for Getting Started With VALUE Calibration Training

- Facilitated by expert VALUE scorers.
- Conveniently delivered as asynchronous online modules that can be completed at your own pace.
- Takes ~4-6 hours total to complete.
- Provides participants with foundational knowledge of the VALUE approach to assessment as well as practice scoring student work with immediate feedback.
- Uses actual pieces of student work from a range of institutional types, disciplines, and contexts for practice.
- Leverages a "train the trainer" model to promote institutional capacity-building for authentic assessment.
- Provides access to the expanding community of trained and certified VALUE scorers.
- Offers the option to become "certified" and eligible to score for compensation within the VALUE Scoring Collaborative.

"The VALUE rubric training helps me as a professor know what to look for and teach to my college students in the area of professional writing skills. As I create assignments and the accompanying rubrics for my classes, I use the AAC&U VALUE rubric as my starting point."

-Nancy Melser, Ball State University

Reach out to value@aacu.org for more information about joining the next VALUE calibration training session.